
ZARA CASE ANALYSIS ESSAY

Free Essay: Zara is a retailing chain of Inditexthat specializes in high-fashion at reasonable prices. In the last 12
months, Inditex's stock price has.

Store personnel have to use obsolete methods such as having telephone call or carrying disks to report the
inventory or calculate the total sales. Ezra used franchising to enter small, risky markets with cultural
differences and regulation barriers. So if one store experiences a lot of success on one product, they can easily
order a whole new stock of the successful product and it will be there in 24 hours which is very efficient. The
website www. Their headquarter is located in La Coruna, Spain. It considers the most successful brand in this
group and most of profit margin is coming from Zara stores that are widespread around the world 76countries
and their main products of apparel are for men, women, and kids. According to the analysis above, alternative
3 would collect sales both from all three large markets, and thus should have more market share. Such as
allocates resources, address the overall direction, support to its retail concepts, and international expansion and
new concepts in existing markets North American people were less fashion forward; Asian consumers may
dislike the European style. The employees could face problems such as faulty hardware, incompatible
software, and possibly updating of the other equipment. Every four weeks almost the whole product line is
changed. Business model Zara is one of the Inditex group, which they mainly in the apparel industry. Even
when the new system is operating smoothly, Zara should keep the old system for while. Further, it highlights
the strengths and key practices that allow Zara to be able to have such a successful supply chain in regards to
efficiency and responsiveness. It believes in the word-of-mouth marketing and investment in stores rather than
relying on advertising. Zara has opposed the industry-wide trend towards turning fast fashion production to
low-cost countries. Their key to global competitiveness is their ability to adapt the offer quickly and precisely
to the customers desires. Experiencing MIS 3rd ed. At the corporate level, the lack of a centralizing analytics
or business intelligence function for optimizing the data collected from order management, fulfillment and
distribution and manufacturing will eventually slow down their profitable global growth. After their expansion
to Portugal Zara realised that they had to adjust their business model to suit the new international markets. The
home country and distribution center were both in Europe, which would save more time and made the
business easier to control. Had only entered Japan for Asian market and did not know those markets and
consumers well. Zara believes that its customers and stores are the form of marketing rather than advertising.
The traditional global apparel chain had been characterized as a prototypical example of a buyer-driven global
chain, in which profits derived from "unique combinations of high-value research, design, sales, marketing,
and financial services that allow retailers, branded marketers, and branded manufacturers to act as strategic
brokers in linking overseas factories"' with markets All of this rapid product change however is supported by
technologies out of the s, regardless of the applications running on PDAs in the timeframe. Cons Some of the
markets like Italian market were difficult to enter alone due to the regulation barriers. Zara spends only 0. The
new OS will nurture future inventions. With only one centralized distribution center it would be time
consuming and costly, if items were manufactured in Asia items would be sent to Europe first and then sent
back to Asia. The managers will be able to locate the inventory in the supply chain easily and ask for a
particular SKU immediately rather than calling and checking which store has one. With the smooth
communication among the stores as well as the headquarters, Zara can better predict the future needs of
material, and save cost by hedging them at a low cost.


